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Gombrowicz’s Year  (2004) 

Witold Gombrowicz, a Polish writer (as he nostalgically used to call himself) was born 

on August 4th, 1904 in Małoszyce near Sandomierz, Poland. The year 2004 happens to be the 

hundredth anniversary of his birth and the thirty fifth anniversary of his death.   

 His whole life – gentry origins, artistic bohemia, leaving Poland in 1939, long 

emigration in Argentina, struggle for recognition in Polish and European literature, taking 

care of the family in Poland, encounters with obscurantism of some Polish émigré circles, 

long awaited return to Europe, unfortunate prohibition of his productions by the authorities of 

Polish People’s Republic, late international success and constant increase of importance of his 

novels and plays – significantly corresponds to the history of Polish culture in the XXth 

century. 

 His works – short stories, dramas (“Princess Ivona”, “The Marriage”, “Operetta”), 

novels (“Ferdydurke”, “Trans-Atlantyk”, “Pornografia”, “Cosmos”), essays (“Diaries”) – play 

very important role not only in Polish literature and theatre of the XXth century but also 

occupy a prominent place in European and World Art, and continue to gain on popularity.   

 Last but not least, his attempts to understand contemporary man, his analyses of the 

psychology of human relations, his opposition to stereotypes and lack of authenticity in 

everyday life, his demands for creation completely new, frank “Polish character” and Polish 

culture in relation to European culture and tradition have lost none of their immediate interest. 
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 Therefore, we are inclined to announce the year 2004 – Gombrowicz’s Year. 

Accordingly, we will honour one of the most outstanding authors of the world art.  

Simultaneously, this event could be very important to social, psychological and artistic 

education of Polish society. 

International events of Gombrowicz’s Year in 2004 – the year of anticipated access of Poland 

to the European Union – will promote our country, its contribution to the formation of 

European culture and achievements of Polish art and science. At the same time they shall 

promote Poland as a country of, as Gombrowicz postulated, great cultural tradition, though 

open, modern, true and creative: 
          „Przyjaciele ! Pozwólcie abym, tytułem wyjątku, zajął się czymś innym niż ja sam : Europą. 
           Podnieca mnie to imię „Europa”, o ileż rozleglejsze niż „Niemcy”, „Polska”, „Francja”,          
           pełne wschodzącej energii. Ale rozpędowi europejskich techników nie towarzyszy bynajmniej      
           rozpęd europejskich humanistów... (...) Oto mój program: (...) zwrócić się do osób, do wielkich    
           osobowości czasu minionego i w przymierzu z nimi odnaleźć we własnych naszych osobach  
           wieczyste źródła polotu, natchnienia, rozmachu i wdzięku.”  

                                                                                                (Witold Gombrowicz „Dziennik. Tom 3. 1961-1966”               
                                                                                                                          Instytut Literacki.Paryż.1971.s.189) 

[“Friends! Allow me, by way of an exception, write about something else than me: Europe. 

This name excites me “Europe”, how much more extensive than “Germany”, “Poland”, 

“France”, full of rising energy. But the momentum of European technicians is not by any 

means accompanied by the momentum of European humanists…(…). Here is my programme: 

(…) address great individuals of the past and allied with them find in ourselves perpetual 

sources of loftiness, inspiration, force and grace.” 
                             (Witold Gombrowicz ”Diaries” vol. 3 1961-1966”   Literary Institute. Paris. 1971. p.189)} 

- that is how Gombrowicz perceived in 1966 the European Union, together with Poland. 

In order to achieve these objectives we want to prepare in 2004 a series of international 

events: symposiums, theatre festivals, artistic workshops, exhibitions, publications, shows, 

literary and theatrical competitions, meetings with prominent individuals and many more … 

(details in The Project of Gombrowicz’s Year”). 

It is worth helping each other, so that Gombrowicz will help us. 
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                                                                                    Andrzej Pawłowski 

                                                                              (Warsaw, Poland, a.d. 2000-2002)
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